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There is not actually a large chance to fail a Navigation-drivespace astrogation check under
routine conditions, with a well-qualified navigator, familiar territory, dependable equipment 
(including a navigation gauntlet or Nav Control computer) and ample extra time: 95% chance of 
Ordinary success, 66% of an Amazing result. A GM would be justified even in giving an automatic 
Amazing success in such cases.

However, if a ship's navigator is not particularly skilled, or on a long journey with many 
starfalls through the frontier (partially explored territory), it's quite likely that the Drivespace Off 
Course Results table will come into play, sending the ship away to a specified distance in a random
wrong direction. This may place the ship close to a star system on the map (detailed or only a 
name), but it may not.



Some random possibilities for a location with nothing shown on the map follow. These 
aren't intended all to be dangerous, harmful or even interesting. Some might be, but the majority of
starfalls to empty space should essentially result in a few days of staring out the portholes at 
nothingness while the stardrive recharges and the bridge crew re-plot a course to the GM's 
prepared adventure. 

Table O1.A: Astronomical Objects

Determine any naturally occurring astronomical objects:
(d8: Cluster or Coreward spiral arm -1, Rimward spiral arm or void roll d12 instead)

1 Little-known* star system
Determine number of objects (d20, Cluster or Coreward spiral arm +1, Rimward 

spiral arm or gulf -1: 1-12 single star, 13-18 binary, 19-20 trinary)
Determine class of a single primary (d20)
1-5 Main sequence (K) Planets d12-5, Orbit Track II
6-14 Main sequence (M) Planets d8-2, Orbit Track III
15-16 White dwarf Planets d12-8, Orbit Track V
17 Black dwarf Planets d8-2, Orbit Track V
18-20 Brown dwarf Planets d8-3, Orbit Track III
Planets and moons: As normal
Multiple star systems: roll as above for each star and see “Section 60A: 

Multiple Star Systems” in the “Environment Class” resource.

2-3 Free-planet (d4)
1 Gas giant, small Moons d12 Modifier 0 (-2)**
2 Super-Terran, cold Moons d6 Modifier -1 (-3)**
3 Terran, cold Moons d4 Modifier -3 (-5)**
4 Sub-Terran, cold Moons d3 Modifier -5 (-7)**

4 Nebula (Table O2)

5+ No astronomical objects

** Free-planets have two moon modifiers listed, just because I find I get more believable results 
from the Moons table by applying a -2 shift.

* "Little-known" implies "not surveyed in detail" rather than totally unknown. Even in Open Space, 
astronomers most likely have catalogued all objects of significant mass and emissions (which is 
why I left such things as black holes and neutron stars off the table). Stellar nations would each 
have a different history and policy of deep-space exploration, but at minimum, I'd expect more and 
sharper astronomical scans of their claimed territory, probably (by PL 7) detecting planets down to 
Terran size with their surface and atmospheric composition. In Old Space, every system should 
have been visited at least by an automated probe and more likely had a basic planetary survey 
that would have found any obvious biospheres and useful minerals.

This means that each stellar system should have a catalogue number and appear in standard 
astronomical references (say, of Good quality). Free-planets or even brown dwarfs might well go 
undetected in Open Space.

Unlike exploring a new system, these are definitely slanted towards boring results - otherwise, 
they'd be on the star chart - but there are chances to find something more interesting if the players 
want to poke around over the two to five days that they have to wait for the stardrive to recharge. 



The Interstellar Medium

Some significant properties of interstellar gas:
• density: Marginal (depleted), Slight (average interstellar density), Moderate (dense) and 

Extreme (ultra-dense). These are very much relative terms,
• temperature: Marginal (cold), Ordinary (warm) or Good (hot), reserving Amazing 

temperatures for really dangerous events,
• magnetic field strength: supernova remnants, some parts of H II regions and ultra-dense 

molecular clouds have significant magnetic fields.

A starship that ventures to a point between stellar systems will encounter one of two broad 
conditions:

• cold to warm interstellar medium (for my purposes I'll treat these as much the same and 
ignore the warm ionised condition): Slight density, Marginal to Ordinary temperature,

• hot interstellar medium (coronal gas): Marginal density, Good temperature.

Most of the Union of Sol, for example, falls within the Local Bubble of hot conditions, blasted clear 
by the Geminga supernova some time in the last 4 million years.

Though, as this might suggest, the interstellar medium suffers constant and quite violent flows of 
matter and energy, for most purposes a PL 7 starship's hull and systems are robust enough that it 
can ignore these effects at least within regions of Marginal to Slight density.

PL 6 systems are likely to be worse affected if such a ship ventures into interstellar space. A PL 6 
IR detector suffers a +1 penalty against Long range targets for each step of difference in gas 
temperature from the environment it is calibrated to support, until the crew adjust the sensor 
correctly by a successful System Operation-sensors check, with an ongoing effect ranging from a 
-1 bonus for cold regions to a +1 penalty for hot coronal gas. A change in density similarly affects 
an air-space radar, a magnetic field disrupts an EM detector, or the X-ray emissions of the hot 
interstellar medium cause problems with a CE passive array until properly adjusted for the new 
conditions. 

Table O2: Nebulae

Unusual conditions under the "Nebula" result above (roll d6):

1-3 Molecular cloud (Moderate density, Marginal temperature, Ordinary magnetic field): 
Clouds of cold gas, largely hydrogen and carbon monoxide, tint the nearby stars. A cloud of 
Moderate density affects sensors in a similar but more dramatic way than Slight-density 
regions, applying penalties for targets at Medium and Long range. A Moderate-density 
cloud applies a +1 penalty to checks to determine the ship's position, such as Physical 
Science-astronomy and Navigation-system astrogation.

4-5 Molecular cloud (Extreme density, Marginal temperature, Ordinary to Good magnetic
field): Cold gas and dust of significant thickness dims or completely blocks light rays. 
Composition of Extreme-density clouds is complex and highly variable. The gaseous 
portion may include many different compounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, while solid
dust particles include carbon (both amorphous and crystallised as sub-micron diamond 
shards), silicates or nickel/iron.

6 Ion front: The heroes have encountered a dynamic and dangerous event, as the 
leading edge of an high-speed flow of gas - perhaps expanding under radiation from a nova
burst or blue giant, or a jet of superheated matter from an unstable star - strikes the 
interstellar medium at higher speeds than it can sustain, forming an expanding shock front 
of burning plasma.
The ion front forms a blazing wall, 10 to 40 hexes from their starfall location (determine 
randomly, or by a Personality check by the navigator) that moves towards the starship at 
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2d4 hexes per round. Its sleeting radiation harms objects within 6 hexes of its leading edge.
Provided the starship can accelerate to a vector faster than the ion front, it can escape, at 
least temporarily.
Place any other contacts indicated by the check for encounters similarly. These may not be 
in a position to escape.

Immersion in the ion front damages objects as an area effect weapon, applying continuous 
damage each round and revealing the plasma region to be 2d12 hexes deep with a 12-hex 
region of incidental damage on the trailing side. Damage from contact with an ion front does
not degrade below Stun damage, so even Super-Heavy vessels cannot cross the shock 
front with impunity. Conditions behind the ion front resemble the hot interstellar medium as 
described above.
The severity of an ion front must depend on the GM's discretion as to what will advance his 
campaign:

Possible source Firepower Contact Radiation
O-class or late-stage variable
star En/Sm 1d4w 1d4-1s
Protostar jet En/L 2d4w 1d6s
Nova En/M 3d4w 1d8s
Supernova En/H 4d4w 1d12s

More energetic blasts occur, associated with rare classes of objects or with galaxies and 
not likely to strike an inhabited sector without warning.

Astrophysical Effects

A Space Trap!

How about a region where star drive performance is inexplicably degraded? There are a few ways 
to handle this. I prefer to have everything appear normal, but have the distance traveled come out 
considerably shorter than expected (ie: a predicted 10LY starfall actually only travels 4LY). This is 
especially dangerous if getting into the region is not restricted. One starfall in, five starfalls to get 
back out.

Such a place would be similar to a GW environment in space... habitats made up by welding space
wreckage and inhabited by the descendents of the former trapped crews. Depending on their 
disposition they will attack or offer their services to the newly trapped ones.

To get out from it you will need a very big stardrive. Bigger than most ships that got trapped before,
but maybe with some creative engineering....

Or,

Like the Sargasso Sea and the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a region of space (due to solar wind 
currents or gravitational eddies) has been accumulating "garbage" for billions of years. Perhaps so 
much that it has accreted into one or more planets. This region would be rich with non-functional 
technology and artifacts from every star faring civilization that has ever lived since the formation of 
the galaxy.

The penalty to drivespace astrogation in partly explored territory seems to suggest that there are 
phenomena to be found in normal space, apart from just inaccurate measurements of the location 
of your destination, that might displace a starfall by 10 or more AU (Ordinary success) to 10 or 
more light-years (Failure followed by Critical Failure). 

Fluctuating levels of dark matter, gravity ripples and tachyon storms might affect a stardrive. An 
interesting consequence is that all of these seem likely to change dynamically over time. A region 
that was familiar territory for navigation purposes a century ago is not necessarily so today.



I don't think there is a lot more interest in random low-mass stars, rocks and gas (certainly, that's 
the impression a GM ought to give, in preparation for the one time a little-known brown dwarf is 
important).

Minor space stations and other constructs (such as navigation beacons) are more likely to 
influence a campaign, and at the same time, more difficult to randomise. I'll present a series of 
minor stations (both typical and interesting) rather than a random generator beyond basic types.

Table O1.B: Encounters

Determine any encounters (d20: Star system -2, Old Space -2, Stellar Nation +0, Open Space +2)

1-2 Space station
3 Derelict, debris, ruin or artifact
4 Starship
5-20 No encounter

Allegiance (d12)
1-5 Nearest colonial government
6-9 Private/Independent/Criminal/Clandestine
10-11 Rival government
12 External

In Open Space, count the nearest colonial government as Independent or a rival government as a 
random stellar nation (“Star*Drive Supporting Cast”).

If the heroes return to the same system, the GM can check again for a starship encounter only with
a roll of 1 in 20 (no modifiers).

There might be more than one space station or derelict in a system if the GM wants to place them 
specifically. The heroes won't arrive in the system at exactly the same place as before. However, 
the first one they spotted is probably the most obvious, others requiring an approach to one of the 
system's planets, or as detailed a search as is necessary to the GM's scenario, to find.

This means the heroes might encounter a starship visiting an object or colony that they found 
before - a possibility the GM could equally well add to the first space station, etc., encounter. 

Space Stations

As described in the Star*Drive Campaign Setting, p. 41, space stations fall into the general 
categories of military, corporate and private ownership. However, many possible government 
functions are clearly not corporate or private, but not strictly military either. The setting also 
includes theocratic governments and corporate states, so a religious or commercial establishment 
might also be government-run, even integrated with that nation's armed forces.

I'll use "military" for any government-run station that has a civic or security function rather than 
commerce, or "corporate" for a station that mainly offers or supports commercial enterprise (even if
the vendor is the national government).

Some possible special purposes:
Scientific
Drivespace relay
Independent or extra-legal settlement
Casino
Prison 



Space stations don't lend themselves easily to random generation, because each one's purpose 
and Progress Level depends on its location and allegiance, while its size, construction and major 
systems vary by all of the previous four factors. The following are more like lists and ranges of 
possibilities to develop each location.

I've mostly considered the present purpose (minor unmapped locations for random starfalls) with a 
few thoughts about limits that might apply to space stations in general. 

Port Facilities (Starships p. 33-35): Probably Type 3 (Baseport) or Type 4 (Miniport). I'll leave out 
the Starships classification of "specialised", because I expect most spaceports could use some 
adjustments to the standard port statistics once examined in any detail.
Civilisation Level (Gamemaster Guide, p. 204):

PL 5 - CL 1 (Small settlement) only
PL 6 - Probable CL 1-2, maximum CL 3 (City)
PL 7 - Probable CL 1-3, maximum CL 5 (Continent-equivalent population)
PL 8 - Probable CL 1-3, no strict maximum

Law Level (Gamemaster Guide, p. 204-205): Any, depending on purpose
Basic form:

Planetoid or asteroid base
Purpose-built hull
Cannibalised starship

Asteroid bases:
Mainly surface structures
Mainly sub-surface structures
Heavily modified

Main construction of purpose-built sections:
Extruded rock
Alloy
Polymerics and CF
Biotech

Manoeuvring capability (may use engines of the same Progress Level, or lower technology):
None
Dedicated tugs
Emergency thrusters
Active station-keeping
Orbit adjustment
System manoeuvring

(only certain unusual military concepts will have system manoeuvring drives beyond 
the minimum acceleration)

FTL or superspace drive 

Purchases

Starships mostly rates starports in terms of constructing, modifying and repairing ships, with a 
single roll for availability of any system the ship-owner might want. To help describe what's 
available at various sorts of stations, also at different Law Levels, I'll expand out some of the 
categories of things that a crew might purchase.

In general (with many exceptions) spaceports might have these categories of items available with 
certain adjustments from the chances to find a particular system listed in Starships (Type 2 
spaceport: roll up to 18 on d20, Type 3: up to 14, Type 4: up to 10, Type 5: up to 6):

• Starship systems for complete replacement or upgrade: As listed.
• Fuel: As listed, or the GM might decide to make fuel always available unless there are 

particular reasons for a shortage.



• Stores: general stores (Warships p. 70, including medical supplies), repair supplies 
(Starships repair points) and most personal equipment other than weapons. Could be one 
category better than listed, but apply the modifiers for Civilisation Level in the GMG for non-
space-related personal equipment, as the crew must purchase these items from the local 
community.

• Ordnance (missiles, bombs, mines and other consumable starship or vehicle weapons) 
and smallarms (personal weapons and Military personal armour): As listed, with the step 
modifiers for Military (+2) and Restricted (+5) items given in Starships. If the crew try to 
acquire such items through a black market, adjustments for Law Level listed in the GMG 
apply to illegal transactions.

• Vehicles (surface vehicles and small spacecraft) and plant (robots, unarmed drones and 
other movable or launchable machinery): One type worse than listed, or +2 steps penalty, 
for these relatively large and specialised purchases. "Small spacecraft" includes the general
types listed in the Player's Handbook and any other spacecraft the GM decides to make 
available. Surface vehicles available at a spaceport serve the conditions of settled planets 
in the system.

• Trade goods and commodities: As listed.

Clearly some items, such as mining explosives, might fall into more than one category.

Warships, being directed more towards military forces, doesn't distinguish availability of systems to
private buyers in the same way that the PHB, GMG and Starships do. Briefly, all Weapons of Mass
Destruction and Strategic Arms (p. 82) are at least Restricted, other starship weapons are Military 
by default, and most other starship systems are Controlled, meaning generally that they have to be
inspected and certified for safety purposes.

In today's world, it's not acceptable for a merchant ship to mount a couple of heavy machineguns 
and a missile launcher, or even a radio jammer, however useful they might sometimes prove. Most 
space opera settings, though, operate on somewhat different assumptions. Spaceships might need
light weapons to fend off rogue asteroids, or even routinely blast aside navigational hazards. 
Governments recognise that even merchant vessels have to pass through lawless regions and 
discourage pirates that the typical SF regime can't completely eliminate. Nations might also 
designate even commercial ships as a Merchant Marine, nominally part of a national fleet and 
subject to some degree of naval regulation (including possibly required combat-readiness) and 
call-up in times of war.

Thus, most often, some amount of weaponry is available on a Controlled basis, though it might 
have to have government seals or data-recorders that make it obvious if it's actually been fired 
(wicked-minded people, naturally, might tamper with these). Generally, it seems reasonable to 
allow weapons of the previous Progress Level and/or Small Craft firepower as Controlled, with 
considerable discretion. With some slight alterations to the GMG and Starships ratings shown in 
italics, Star*Drive might allow as Controlled:

• Laser, IR laser
• Point Defense Gun
• Mass cannon
• Missile rack (with loads:)

• AA Burst (no Starships equivalent), CHE warheads
• Active Radar, IR Homing, Mass Homing guidance

• Cable gun, tractor beam

I note that in the Player's Handbook, the transport, "one of the most common spacecraft 
encountered", has an IR laser while the yacht has an X-ray laser (though the latter is "one of the 
ultimate symbols of wealth and luxury", so the owner might have paid a few bribes or acquired a 
special licence, depending on the stellar nation). 



Reactions and Prejudices

Aliens, mutants, cyborgs or members of different faiths are not universally welcomed in certain 
stellar nations, or might run into problems in just about any isolated colony or independent 
settlement:

• The character might not be allowed to leave a designated area, to carry weapons, or to 
buy and sell certain (or any) goods and services

• The government might register the individual on arrival and track his movements, 
perhaps requiring him to produce a special permit on demand from local law 
enforcement

• The character might stand in danger of physical attack by the locals (perhaps giving 
them an altered starting attitude that different events could alter)

• The character might be welcomed as a brother and comrade by others like himself, while
other members of the crew might encounter suspicion and resentment, perhaps not 
being able to get anything done without the presence of the favoured individual

• Several different restrictions might link together, especially both restrictive laws and 
informal prejudices in combination



Military and Government Space Stations

Refuelling Facility

Purpose and Function: Military, Corporate or Private – This station's primary purpose is to 
resupply ships with selected types of fuel in order to allow them to operate over months and years 
in the local region. As such, any organisation with the wherewithal to operate a fleet might set up 
refuelling stations for its own vessels at strategic locations accessible within two or three starfalls to
the group's area of operations. Corporate and private refuelling stations also might cater to paying 
customers along an established trade route.
The refuelling facility only provides fuel for a limited range of power plant and engine types – 
typically those that are in common use by the station's owners or in the local region. Its supplies 
and machinery are of no use at all to refuel other devices.
The Player's Handbook (p. 198-199) and Star*Drive CS p. 22 describe typical vessels of the 
Star*Drive setting. Civilian drive launches, traders and transports combine ion engines (which 
require hydrogen fuel according to the GMG) with mass reactors that power their stardrives. 
System ships, such as liners, might run entirely on fusion technology. Thus, private and corporate 
hydrogen refuelling stations are very common and mostly offer dark matter replenishment also, at 
least as a secondary service.
However, the fusion torch and ion engine are obsolete for military purposes. Military refuelling 
facilities handle dark matter only, retaining only small stores of hydrogen for weapons use.
Antimatter replenishment is not available in many regions of the Stellar Ring because only the 
mechalus use this technology widely. (Many of the antimatter-powered vessels in Starships seem 
better suited to an alternative hyperdrive-based campaign.) Antimatter might be available within 
Rigunmor borders or from mechalus settlements (see “Alien Settlement” below).
The fission generator is inferior in all respects to the mass reactor and thus no longer used or 
supported by PL 7 facilities.
Location: Requires an appropriate source for the type of fuel that the station supplies. Harvesting 
deuterium for fusion plants likely requires a comet belt or some other large-scale source of 
hydrogen, water or ice. Mass reactor replenishment requires collection of duodecim, which a GM 
might decide occurs most abundantly in interstellar space, distant from masses of normal matter 
(though, according to Starships, at least some dark matter particles occur throughout most 
starships' range). Uranium for fission generators must be mined from rocky bodies, which are most
typical of inner star systems, though cold worlds might occasionally have exposed concentrations 
of radioactives. Antimatter and artificial singularities can simply be created on demand, but such 
processes are hazardous on a system-wide scale and best performed far away from inhabited 
worlds.
Alternatively, the station may operate solely as a depot, resupplied with fuel by bulk tanker runs.
Allegiance: Any
Progress Level: As the types of devices that the station services
Civilisation Level: 0 (some refuelling facilities may be completely automated) to 2 (if the facility 
supports a substantial group of harvesting craft). 
Law Level: No less than LL 3 to ensure the safety of a large stock of expensive and volatile fuel.
Form and Construction: Besides its living and ship-handling areas, enormous bulk-storage 
containers dominate the station's layout, fitted with large-scale versions of the required 
containment devices for the substance they hold. The station itself may support vast scoops and 
filters to collect raw fuel and a refining complex to filter and concentrate it to the appropriate grade.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3: Baseport – The station's docks service numerous large ships
at a time and very likely have facilities to perform light repairs and onload general stores, though its
selection of parts and goods might be limited to a few standard lines. The station counts as a Type 
2 port for purposes of onloading the types of fuel that it supplies, never stocks other types of fuel 
and counts as Type 4 for other tasks, except that it can make emergency repairs to capital ships.
Military facilities and corporate fleet depots (more on those later) reserve first access to their 
supplies for their own organisation, though they may agree (or the heroes may be able to subvert 
crooked employees) to sell limited amounts to private buyers where there is no immediate need. 



Recruiting Office

Purpose and Function: Military, Corporate or Private - This is a mustering-point for a national or 
mercenary troop formation that customarily takes in members from outside the nation's population 
on a paid basis. New recruits travel here to accept standard contracts, undertake induction into the
unit, form up into groups and have officers assigned to direct them to initial training, either on the 
station itself or at another location. Recruits also might be issued equipment here, or the station 
might provide a recognised market for them to buy their own.
Location: Within easy freighter starfall of populated systems that are somewhat poor, lawless and 
produce many individuals that the recruiting force considers suitable (such as physically fit youths, 
ex-soldiers from local conflicts, or members of a particular species or culture), as well as not too far
away in capital ship terms from training centres or (in particularly active war periods) present or 
expected zones of conflict.
Allegiance: Some stellar nations (perhaps the Borealins, Rigunmors and/or StarMech) or local 
states maintain Foreign Legions that recruit from diverse backgrounds, or auxiliary forces that 
recruit from an outside society as an established custom (may be an occasional practice of the 
Union of Sol or Thuldan Empire). Voidcorp or the Concord may accept applicants who wish to take 
up citizenship on the basis of military service. Austrin-Ontis positively thrives on the mercenary 
trade. Private security outfits might occur under any stellar nation, or remain Independent.
Progress Level: Any
Civilisation Level: 1 to 2, unless the station actually supports an independent settlement devoted 
largely to mercenary hire to its neighbours.
Law Level: Minimum LL 2 to support stable contracts and trade, up to about LL 5, as more 
strongly organised states than this seldom allow in or rely on large groups of foreigners trained in 
violence, beyond measures of true desperation.
Form and Construction: Varies, typically reflecting at least a moderate level of organisation and 
investment. If constructed through a regular military supply chain, it may use a recognisable 
prefabricated system.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) to Type 4 (Miniport) – The station hosts large troop
transports and supply vessels and may operate more as a general-purpose military base, including
servicing ships. Smaller contractors might supply various services to the armed forces stationed 
here.
Depending on the Law Level, a recruiting station might be a particularly good, or particularly 
unwise, place to try to buy weapons or hire trained fighters for private employment. 

Strategic Weapons Station

Purpose and Function: Military – Primarily secure storage and maintenance of strategic arms 
(nuclear, mass reaction, matter, nova burst, zero point or null warheads, or energy weapons of 
comparable power), most often with the intention of deploying them to a naval task force should 
they be needed. Other stations of this kind themselves launch heavy missiles or automated 
bombers with strategic warheads, assemble and test strategic weapons or decommission them (for
example, as part of an international agreement).
Location: For most purposes, prevention of first-strike destruction or raiding of the weapons cache
dictates that the station resides deep within its nation's defences. The powerful fleets that it serves 
can travel to their area of operations easily enough. Stations that launch weapons themselves 
must sit within range of their targets, testing stations require waste areas where no civilians or 
biospheres will suffer from their effects, while treaty stations devoted to decommissioning might 
have to be built in a neutral region or accessible to inspectors of other nations.
Allegiance: Surrounding stellar nation
Progress Level: As for the types of weapons stored there
Civilisation Level: 1



Law Level: 6 to 7 - Such weapons are heavily restricted, released for use only by national 
command authority under top-secret activation codes and further bound by interstellar treaties that 
might mandate seals, recorders and methods of verification that the station personnel themselves 
have no way to disable.
The fleet enforces navigational restrictions (see below) with a complete lack of humour or 
tolerance, authorised to proceed to lethal violence with minimal or no prior warning against 
unauthorised or unidentified vessels.
Suspected corruption or independent decision-making among station personnel are highly 
undesirable and dangerous to the station's owners and all other nations, raising the prospect of 
weapons of mass destruction falling into the hands of whoever has the highest ambition to extort 
concessions by their threat or use. Their crews, therefore, often work under strict scrutiny by higher
command.
Form and Construction: Heavily built in place, whether as an armoured station or a bunker upon 
an astronomical body. Typically, defence gets a higher priority than concealment, as the nation's 
enemies probably have a good general idea where the weapons station is (except in the very 
special case of a secret forward deployment for the purpose of a surprise attack), but the builders 
are likely to take precautions against observation of the station's individual systems to prevent 
exact knowledge of its contents and operations, or targeting of its defences in a strike.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) – The station itself and the stock it protects are 
relatively small and don't require a large permanent staff, but must dock the largest warships of the
setting (fortress ships, dreadnaughts and fleet carriers) to take on or return weapons. The station is
not designed as a repair facility and has available parts and mechanics equivalent to a Type 4 port 
at best, possibly excepting spares for the launch systems that carry its assigned weapons.
A stringent naval exclusion zone surrounds the station. Civilian ships, or those of other nations, are
likely to be permitted entry only in the direst emergency if at all. 

Blockade Picket

Purpose and Function: Military – A fort, outpost or merely a satellite placed to control or prevent 
ships approaching or leaving a planet that the establishing nation has decided to cut off from 
outside contact.
Location: Orbits the body or system blockaded or a key travel route that ships must use to reach 
it.
Allegiance: Stellar nation or equivalent power
Progress Level: 6+
Civilisation Level: 0 to 3, depending whether it contains a garrison force, regional service base 
etc. or is solely a sensor and comms station, or even an automated monitor.
Law Level: 2 or higher to maintain and supply an ongoing military operation
Form and Construction: As for other more-or-less permanent military constructions, likely to be a 
substantial structure that might use prefabricated sections, an entire station hull towed into position
or a recognisable building system. The station displays its allegiance openly and typically transmits
warning messages to any approaching vessels to proclaim the force that backs its threats.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) to None – Might support anything from a full 
defence fleet with constant replenishment and support for operations in the area (if the group 
blockaded, or allies who might try to relieve them, have the technical and industrial capacity to 
force a major space battle) to a simple warning transmitter or weapons platform that has no need 
to receive any ships except to maintain the satellite occasionally.



Cultures of PL 8 to 9 might invent devices such as the drivespace interdictor to restrict further the 
ability of starships to avoid their picket installations:

Defences

Tech Hull Power Cost Coverage Notes

PL 8

Drivespace Interdictor G 100 250 $1B 5AU radius Prevents 
starfall. Any 
starrise within
the area 
arrives within 
encounter 
range of the 
interdictor 
platform 

Hatire Dark Sky Sanctuary

The Dark Sky Contemplative Order of the Hatire Community is a rarity: a Hatire group devoted to 
understanding and celebrating the Cosimir's bounty as expressed through the wonders of the 
distant stars and deep space, not merely at home with starships but determined to hone their skills.
Their adepts supplied a small number of ship crews who gained the grudging respect of their 
enemies in GW II.

Purpose and Function: Special
Location: The sanctuary overlooks a spectacular and inspirational view, such as a remarkable 
multiple star system, bright nebula, star-forming region or interstellar void, within range for close-
range visits in small craft by its more advanced members.
Allegiance: Hatire Community
Progress Level: 6 to 7
Civilisation Level: 2
Law Level: 4 (State): The sanctuary's spiritual leaders and most experienced adepts maintain 
order, but the sanctuary more resembles an advanced academy for pilots and scientists than a 
monastery and allows wide personal freedoms.
Form and Construction: Most likely a free-floating space station, or a surface base on an asteroid
that always faces the stellar phenomenon that the order has chosen to guide their devotions.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – The sanctuary hosts only small craft for close 
personal excursions and small passenger vessels that bring pilgrims here, though such staff as it 
has are particularly dedicated and skilled (repair skill as Type 3).
Prospective students who demonstrate proper respect and spiritual motives might gain instruction 
(as described for the Teach skill) from the leaders of the sanctuary in any of these skills:

Acrobatics - zero G training
Vehicle Operation - space vehicle
Knowledge - language (Hatire)

- ritual (Hatire)
Navigation - system astrogation

- drivespace astrogation
Physical Science – astronomy

- physics
Tactics - space tactics
Awareness – intuition

- perception
Resolve - mental resolve
Biokinesis - control metabolism
ESP - battle mind
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- clairvoyance
- navcognition

Telepathy - contact 

Here's something inspired by an older source:

CHON Formulator

Purpose and Function: Military or Corporate – A CHON formulator processes raw materials 
extracted from primordial compounds of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen into basic sugars, 
amino acids and other nutrients, as an abundant food source literally cheaper than dirt. Giant 
system tankers carry the CHON product, a faintly chemical-tasting mush, adaptable with common 
flavourings and colourings into many forms largely acceptable to everyone except food critics, to 
the inner worlds. A central government department or major consortium formed for the purpose 
runs the station and wholesales its produce.
Location: The station relies on abundant feedstock of water, methane and ammonia ices, such as 
are found in comet belts or outer system moons. It floats within easy reach of the millions that it 
feeds, for example, a planet with a high population but insufficient viable growing area to be self-
sufficient in agriculture, or a star system with numerous large orbital or vacuum-world cities.
Allegiance: The system government.
Progress Level: 6 to 7. PL 8 cultures find smaller-scale solutions to such problems.
Civilisation Level: 0 (automated) to 1
Law Level: Not less than LL 5 to build a CHON formulator or LL 4 to maintain it. Below this level of
complexity, a government finds no reason to justify such infrastructure for the relatively small 
number of people who it considers worthy of its efforts.
Form and Construction: The plant might be a free-floating platform or built on a comet-belt body 
of ice or rock. Enormous silos of ice and somewhat smaller vats of food-mush spread over broad 
tank-farms.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – Though the freighters that dock at the station may
be kilometres long and some of the largest structures of their system, there is no need to work on 
them at the processing plant except in dire emergencies. Though it can dock capital ships for 
repair, the CHON formulator station only carries spares for the systems used in its tanker fleet and 
counts as a Type 4 port even for that purpose, and for the repair skill of any technicians a captain 
can find there. 

The Borealis Republic are avid explorers (though slightly less so than before the revolution, when 
they almost boiled over with noble-born younger children trying to grab new fiefs for themselves). 
They have a multitude of small interstellar craft, scientific research teams investigating a number of
sites in the Verge and give a high priority to drivesat networks to collect new discoveries. 

Borealins might choose to pass both supplies and drivesat traffic through an expeditionary base 
suitably positioned to cover a site, or cluster of places of interest, rich enough in potential 
discoveries to justify the expense. 

A Space Tactical Training Facility gives space marines and small craft crew, particularly, practical
experience in the nitty-gritty of dealing with structures in space. Similar facilities, though probably 
taking up more room, might train fighter and cutter pilots to manoeuvre and shoot in crowded and 
obstacle-filled conditions.

The area contains a number of small constructions in zero-G (or with minimal power systems to 
run artificial gravity units when desired), such as spaceship hulks towed into place or cheaply built 
mock-ups, that training instructors can designate as areas of enemy starships or space stations 
that the trainees must assault. Training assignments might begin simply by teaching tactical 
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movement through the structures in full armoured spacesuits and combat gear, then progress to 
weapons fire, the use of designated opponents of some sort (such as robot drones or opposing 
trainee squads) and breaching drills using cutting gear and explosives to get through welded 
hatches or hull-plating and manoeuvre an assault team inside.

A habitation module close to the edge of the training area provides barracks for troops there for 
instruction, lecture rooms, instructors' quarters, a small space-dock, and so on. The habitation 
module's computer contains a full holographic model of each of the training areas for instructors 
and unit leaders to plan run-throughs and debrief on the trainees' performance.

Similarly to a Dark Sky Sanctuary, this becomes interesting for the Teach skill benefits it can 
provide if the heroes are owed favours by the force that operates it. Appropriate skills for which the 
instructors might assist:

Armor Operation
Athletics
Weapon skills (Heavy Weapons, Modern Ranged Weapons)
Acrobatics, particularly, of course, zero-G training
Stealth
Demolitions
Security
Tactics
Awareness
Leadership

Military Encounters

Military weapon test field. The heroes see a BIG shot passing by and vaporize a planetoid. Then, 
after a very rough ride to avoid missiles and passing shots they have to explain what they are 
doing there to the very-pissed-off Military patrols.

Star Force have to test their strategic weapons somewhere and it's probably very, very restricted. 
The heroes will have lots of questions to answer if they turn up in the test range (and survive). Star 
Force might have towed targets into the area to observe the effect on them, like obsolete warship 
hulks or an empty space station, even manned by humanoid dummies. 

Military fleet exercises. Two fleets are exchanging fake gunfire to keep crews happy and ready for 
war. The heroes can be mistakenly become part of the game or get shot by gigantic paintguns.... 
A:"OMG THE SUPER DREADNOUGHT IS SHOOTING AT US....." 
Splooosh. The cockpit/command deck screens becomes bright yellow.
A:"what the ***** is that?" 
B:"it appears that our ship has just changed colour". 
After that they will have to deal with angry military personnel that claim that their appearance has 
made their team lose and apply the rules in the most anal way to gain a bit of vengeance over 
them. 



Corporate Space Stations

Interstellar corporations operate over broad regions of space and plan their facilities to support 
activities in multiple star systems, in some ways as a military force might do. They also follow the 
additional incentive of access to commercial traffic, siting those stations primarily intended to serve
casual customers, for example, near densely populated systems, along the regular route of large 
military or commercial vessels that provide ferry service, or on a sequence of short starfalls 
between safe and attractive systems for small traders.

Corporations are large enough to separate their operations between many specialised facilities 
with a variety of functions:

Regional offices administer local operations, host negotiations between the corporation's 
executives, representatives of other large businesses and of governments, and hold important 
datacores and analytical mainframes. A regional office may host its own drivespace relay, or if not, 
should be within easy transmission distance of a world that does. Physical proximity to systems of 
interest for visits by courier vessels is another important consideration.
A regional office often needs to dock the corporation's large freighters for discussions with their 
captains, but repairing or supplying them is not its primary purpose, nor is providing port services 
or other trade to passing vessels (though the station might allow independent traders to set up 
various services for its own employees as well as visitors). The quality, decor and efficiency of its 
docking areas are likely to be comfortable, even impressive, to make a strong impression on the 
corporation's guests.

Depots support the corporation's physical manufacturing and shipping of goods and keep its 
starships running in good order. A large production facility or collection of small operations, such 
as mines, factories or purchases from small local producers, likely has a nearby depot-style 
spaceport to consolidate and trans-ship source materials and products, as well as possibly 
providing rest and leisure to a transient workforce if the production facilities are isolated or 
unpleasant.
Like regional offices, depots serve the corporation's internal needs. Their siting and policies need 
not focus on outside sales and access, though the corporation might provide limited services as a 
sideline.

Research stations might study some local phenomenon that seems likely to translate into saleable
products for the corporation, might seek a remote location to minimise interruptions and possible 
espionage by other organisations, or might conduct experiments that involve some risk of damage 
to nearby areas. A research station likely has port facilities for its supply vessels only, though it 
might support the same sorts of third-party services as a regional office to a lesser degree.

Finally, sales outlets provide the corporation's wares directly to buyers and may support 
independent vendors who offer various related services. Depending on the corporation's focus, the
station might have a large stock of appropriate sorts of goods, or capacious and advanced facilities
for particular services – for example, a StarMech corporate station might be a fine opportunity for 
starship refitting or for robot sales, or an Austrin-Ontis facility might offer a broad selection of 
weapons. 

An interstellar corporation establishes a culture of its own, combining a cultivated image, intended 
to appeal to consumers and overawe its competition, with internal adherence to complex theories 
and systems of management. In return for a secure lifestyle, wide-ranging training and prospects of
advancement to great wealth, the company expects high standards of professional competence, 
obedience and personal conduct. Individuals who chafe at, or fail to measure up to corporate 
standards risk administrative censure and blighting of their careers – which may manifest as 
effective exile to the sleepy backwater locations that the heroes happen to visit, peopling certain 
locations with a series of sleazy, lazy, resentful punishment cases.

Some corporations insist on a more or less strict dress standard, up to wearing standard corporate 



uniforms, though others are more easy-going. Their facilities display prominently the logos and 
corporate colours of the owners and feature (at least in public reception areas) the company's best 
attempt at slick Core Worlds interior design.

The Law Level of a corporate station ranges from 3 (Civic: the corporation, however degenerate, is
itself a higher form of organisation than a frontier hamlet) to 6 (Totalitarian: corporations are 
capable of severe oppression, but still lack the sheer depth of coercive power of a science-fictional 
territorial government).

Corporate Depot

Purpose and Function: Corporate – The station provides some combination of maintenance for 
the corporation's fleet, warehousing and transshipment of goods, or support of its production 
workers.
Location: Depending on its purpose and place in the corporation's network, the depot might be 
close to a production facility, at a discreet distance from a major sales region, or at an intermediate 
point along a shipping route. The station has been built away from centres of population in order to 
spread out as necessary without a prohibitive cost for real estate. Isolation from petty thievery and 
over-intrusive regulation also suits the company's purposes.
Allegiance: Corporation's home nation, or effectively independent
Progress Level: Typical for the campaign setting
Civilisation Level: 1 (starship service and warehousing only) to 2 (if the station also includes 
dormitories and leisure facilities for workers)
Law Level: 3 to 6 as above
Form and Construction: A utilitarian structure as appropriate to its location, possibly at least 
partly assembled from prefabricated components or following a standard plan for the corporation's 
assets. Stockpiled goods and materials may rest in vast shed-like structures, massive tanks, 
inflatable sub-sections or other appropriate forms of storage.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) – Well-equipped for a wide range of assistance to 
the corporation's vessels, with dock design and available spares tailored towards the kinds of ships
that the corporation uses. Access to the depot's facilities by visitors is at the discretion of its 
management. 

Cloning Clinic

Purpose and Function: Corporate – Cloning is an everyday part of Borealin society, producing a 
good half of the Republic's citizens as duplicates either of long-established (often, once noble) 
genetic lines or of present-day donors selected for a wide variety of reasons.
To a greater or lesser degree, private corporations offer similar services within many of the other 
stellar nations, though in a few, the practice is forbidden or appeals only to a tiny minority. Genetic 
engineering clinics, producing offspring with altered traits, operate in a similar fashion and often 
also employ cloning to increase the numbers of successful gene-lines rapidly. Some independent 
organizations or lone researchers might set up cloning facilities in pursuit of a variety of more-or-
less unusual scientific, ideological or social theories or to employ them for a particular plan.
A less publicised version produces clone bodies and organs for replacement of injuries and 
diseases of their genetic original.
Location: A well-travelled and relatively developed region, particularly if close to colonies that 
show a steady demand for clones but lack either a sufficient high-technology base or a pressing 
enough reason to host genetic facilities themselves.
Some of the other variations mentioned suggest different motives for choosing their location, such 
as obscurity or even concealment from the wider galaxy.
Allegiance: Borealis Republic or others
Progress Level: 7
Civilisation Level: 2, occasionally 3, including cadres of clones receiving general schooling



Law Level: 5
Form and Construction: Might display the design preferences of Borealins either by traditionalist 
elements or a particularly streamlined, gleaming, high-tech aesthetic.
Port and General Facilities: Typically Type 4 (Miniport) – The cloning clinic requires regular 
shipments of medical and nutritional supplies, which are not particularly bulky. Otherwise, starships
bring clients and genetic donors to the facility and transport finished clones away, typically only in 
small groups at a time. If the numbers of clones produced at one time for a particular destination 
require it, the station may need docks and transit facilities, though not extensive repair provisions, 
for transports as large as major passenger liners.
The GM might be interested to use these rules for game characteristics of clones.
Biotechnicians of Progress Level 7 reckon commercial production of a functional human adult 
clone to take two years, comprising 18 months of accelerated growth in nutrient medium and 6 
months of neural and immune maturation in a climate-sealed creche environment. During the 
maturation period, the clone can also begin rapid induction of motor and language skills, ready to 
commence a suitably adapted and chemically-supported program of primary schooling. Records 
from the Second Galactic War suggest that Thuldan biotechnology can reduce this process to as 
little as a year for certain specialised genotypes with lowered skill requirements. 

Austrin-Ontis Weapon Shop

Purpose and Function: Corporate – The station's main commercial area offers row upon row of 
shiny new guns, ammunition and accessories, including well-known lines, surplus from many 
different militaries and unique offerings, available both for retail and bulk order, as well as 
workshops for custom gunsmithing.
Location: Close to a route of travel or populated system – ideally, both, and particularly a more-or-
less civilized region that nevertheless sits uncomfortably close to a frontier or notorious lawless 
region of space where a customer might anticipate a urgent need for the shop's stock-in-trade.
Allegiance: Austrin-Ontis
Progress Level: 7
Civilisation Level: 1-2: Weapon shops of different size exist, from small entrepreneurs serving a 
high-quality niche to broad hypermarts of every kind of arms.
Law Level: 4: Though they take pride in operating honest businesses, safe for all who visit, on 
their own premises in open space Austrins are more inclined to give the customer what he wants 
than to quibble about regulations and restrictions.
Form and Construction: A substantial purpose-built corporate station (or, occasionally, an older 
platform purchased by the corporation and refitted), blazoned in Austrin-Ontis colors, with 
gleaming, advanced cannon, missile and force-field emplacements ostentatiously deployed to each
side.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – Has ranged weapons, personal heavy weapons 
and personal armor available as for a Type 3 port, with no penalties due to Civilization Level or 
Law Level and a further 1-step reduction in the penalty to obtain Military or Restricted items – that 
is, roll 14 or lower on d20 to have such an item available, with no modifier up to Controlled 
availability, +1 for Military or +4 for Restricted items. If the GM wishes, the largest weapon shops 
(CL 2, Type 3 – Baseport) might offer the same availability for vehicle weapons, Small to Light 
starships and/or armed robots.
Visitors can obtain customized weapons and armor that have had the benefit of any usage of the 
Technical Science-invention skill that the GM finds reasonable. Add the cost of any other devices 
whose function the designer integrated into the weapon, then increase the total cost by 50%. A GM
might apply further adjustments to the weapon's cost or other statistics depending on the 
improvements desired.
Workshops on site can make even more radical, personalized changes to weapons to the 
customer's order, but the necessary invention skill checks play out in game time (and cannot have 
"been made" before the start of play during a hero's equipment purchases) as a complex skill 
check at a rate of one check per day, or even per 10 days for highly experimental work. The 
weapon shop technicians have an invention skill score of 16. Cost, besides that of the weapon and
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any parts added, is $300 per day for the technician's work. 

Nariac Palace of Culture

Purpose and Function: Corporate – This large public facility provides entertainment, diversion, 
education and indoctrination in approved State values to Nariac workers in their leisure hours, as 
well as incidentally drawing in spacers of other nations, who have stopped at the station for 
necessary services and supplies, for as much of the program as they care to partake in.
Location: Within easy travel by passenger liner from one or more Nariac industrial colonies
Allegiance: Nariac Domain
Progress Level: 6-7
Civilisation Level: 2-3
Law Level: 5-6 - Though an organ of the Nariac state, the Directorate of Culture recognises the 
utility of allowing a greater freedom of behaviour in assigned leisure time, to defuse any pent-up 
frustrations that might otherwise find expression as shirking or more serious subversive activity.
Form and Construction: A large, often externally graceless structure, festooned with zero-G flags,
symbols and statuary glorifying the Workers' Paradise, built to provide a significant floor area for 
multiple bars, theatres, sporting venues and lecture halls separated by landscaped strolling areas, 
something like a large casino or with a lesser resemblance to a mall.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) – Serves Nariac and visiting vessels of a variety of
scales.



Private Space Stations

Alien Settlement

Purpose and Function: Private – A group of aliens established this station either as a place to live
without interference (whether from their homeworld, the stellar nation that rules most of their 
species, or the stellar nations in general) or simply to find living space due to population pressure 
or other reasons they might have to emigrate. The inhabitants might be one of the typical non-
human species (fraal, mechalus, sesheyans, weren or t'sa) or a rare or unknown species. They 
might be open to trade and other contacts with passing vessels, insular and unfriendly, or even 
actively hostile.
Location: Any
Allegiance: Independent or External
Progress Level: Probably the same as the species usually possesses, but unusual settlements 
might have a higher or lower Progress Level.
Civilisation Level: 2 to 3
Law Level: Varies
Form and Construction: The station uses the aliens' typical technology, which might seem exotic 
to humans, such as biotechnology, unknown alloys or crystalline materials. Alien refugees might 
have to use basic and improvised construction methods such as a cannibalised starship hull. 
Aliens who fear attacks or who are secretive by nature might choose a form that is easy to conceal 
when necessary, such as a sub-surface installation.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) to 4 (Miniport) – The inhabitants need to maintain 
their own vessels and might (as mentioned) trade goods and services with the heroes' vessel. 
They very likely will be interested to buy (or seize) items of technology that they don't possess and 
might be willing to sell and/or install unusual items of their own. It may take some ingenuity to 
integrate alien systems into the heroes' starship. Smaller alien items that the heroes buy might 
prove to have unusual maintenance requirements or other quirks. 

Spacers' Mission

Purpose and Function: Usually Private, occasionally Military – Many religions of known space 
proselytise on distant worlds or within large cities where their faith is relatively rare. This station 
specifically reaches out to space-travellers, whether because they lead disorganised and 
changeable lives, full of crises and ripe for spiritual intervention, or because their activities present 
a particular interest to the doctrine of the faith. Hatire missionaries, for example, seek to warn 
spacers about the spiritual peril that they court through the technology that surrounds them and 
cuts them off from natural life. Orlamu chapels unfold the glories of space and mysteries of the 
void, or assist weren who may find themselves overwhelmed by the complexity of interstellar 
society. Ancientist groups find fertile ground among those who have themselves experienced, or 
heard many tales about, mysterious remnants of ancient starfarers. Ch'Nalist shrines might 
promote loyalty to the T'sa Cluster, its traditional institutions and the welfare of the t'sa species as a
whole, or harbor followers of unusual forms of worship who found themselves uncomfortable in the 
old homeworlds.
Where a mission station reports to an official order of the established church of a stellar nation, the 
government may assign troops or naval vessels to safeguard the place and its leaders may traffick 
directly in political and diplomatic influence or in espionage. However, many lay organizations and 
nonconformist groups persist in both Hatire and Orlamu culture, so private missions of these faiths 
also exist.
Location: Along a major route of interplanetary or interstellar trade, particularly an established 
layover where crews often spend several days of liberty.
Allegiance: Any (and see above)
Progress Level: 6-7
Civilisation Level: 2
Law Level: Any, depending on background and doctrine of the missionary group



Form and Construction: Missions with meager funding might have to build with whatever 
materials they can scavenge locally, but those backed by wealthy donors or a stellar government 
might construct stations of impressive size and embellishment to advertise the success of their 
faith. The station might center on a large place of worship or an oversized (perhaps brilliantly 
lighted or holographic) symbol of the religion.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) to 4 (Miniport) – The station supports expeditions 
and supply for its missionary organization as well as attracting prospective converts by offering 
service and hospitality to passing ships, perhaps becoming a vital intermediate stop well-known to 
traders of the region. 

Shadow Haven

From the Star*Drive Campaign Setting, p. 24, on piracy:

Once a prize is taken, it must be sold. At rogue planets that accept such tainted goods, 
stolen cargo usually sells at 50% of its legal market value .. A pirate can dispose of a stolen
ship for standard salvage rates – as long as a particular port's authorities do not object to 
the pirate's presence. Typically, pirates also ransom valuable crew members.

So let's see what such a nest of thieves, black-marketeers and desperadoes might look like:

Purpose and Function: Private – The settlement caters for the berthing, repair, supply, recruiting 
and entertainment of ship crews that shade from suspect traders to full-time pirates, as well as the 
negotiation and performance of a great variety of underhand deals in black-market goods, 
weapons, pirate crew and handling of payoffs and ransoms. The port may support smugglers, too, 
and dealings in arms and mercenaries for conflicts in the local region.
Location: A port that harbours (exists to serve, truth be told) pirates and those who convert their 
ill-gotten gains must stand outside of the territories of any navies likely to punish them – or, just as 
good, in disputed territory between several competing empires where no single power is willing to 
move large fleets for fear of provoking war – while, at the same time, close enough to lanes where 
many ships must pass that the raiders can easily reach and strike at them. The location may have 
natural defensive advantages that restrict approach or detection by long-range sensors, such as 
location among a group of asteroids or the debris fields of a minor star system.
Allegiance: Independent, or nominally under the rule of a government too weak, divided or distant 
to exert any effective control. Alien settlements or those of less-advanced cultures also may feel no
compunction against supporting well-paying raiders, or criminal leaders may intimidate and gain 
control over such societies.
Progress Level: 6 to 7, depending on whether corsairs must make starfall to reach their hunting 
grounds or can attack system shipping.
Civilisation Level: 1 to 3
Law Level: 0 to 4. Some shadow havens are no more than collections of disunited camps where 
each band keeps itself safe from its neighbours by armed force, while others boast dictators, 
councils or covenants firm and stable enough to enforce order and even a modicum of law.
Form and Construction: The station probably grew in a ramshackle and unplanned fashion, 
perhaps by adaptation of structures built for another purpose or of derelict ships. Only the longest-
established and most brazen of shadow havens could construct defenses capable of holding off 
cruiser-scale vessels, but more likely the place is heavily armed against threats by the same sorts 
of tactics that the inhabitants employ themselves – attacks by many small ships or gangs of 
boarders.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – The haven can handle numerous small craft but 
lacks organised facilities for larger vessels. Purchasing is particularly easy, with items available as 
a Type 3 port and a further 1-step reduction on penalties for Military (but not Restricted) items, 
besides the effects of the station's Law Level. Facilities and technical skills for repairs are probably 
no better than Type 4, unless the haven is known for its outlaw techs (and the heroes are well  
enough connected to hire such individuals). 



Breaker's Yard

I've thought about using something like this in a campaign ever since reading a couple of articles 
about real-world equivalents.

Purpose and Function: Most likely Private – The technicians working here specialise in stripping 
and dismantling ships that have reached the end of their useful life, on-selling the remains for parts
and scrap where they can and disposing of any material too contaminated or worn-out to reuse.
A large part of the installation comprises a series of large, minimally outfitted docking cradles or 
hard slabs where massive hulks rest in various degrees of dismemberment. Piles of different types 
of spare parts, materials and debris may extend over an even wider area.
One part of the station houses workers in short-term quarters. A slightly separate administration 
module has supervisors' quarters, handles accounts and perhaps sales, if the yard does significant
business with visiting traders. A number of light craft carry workers and parts of different sizes – up 
to heavy engineering components – here and there among the derelicts and scrap piles.
The yard owns special equipment, such as hard e-suits, to work safely with toxic and radioactive 
materials. At high Law Levels, the station also has a safe means to store such waste, but less 
scrupulous ship-breakers might just dump it into the nearest star, gas giant or uninhabited planet.
Location: Within two or three starfalls (by the types of ships that the yard usually handles) from 
well-frequented ports, potentially close to sources of technologically trained but cheap labour (in 
some ways similar to a recruiting office) but in an isolated region of space where the owners can 
spread their operations over a large area for little cost. Due to the risk of pollution, preferably not 
close to planets with advanced biospheres or open-air settlements, though such hazardous 
industries might persist in poorer systems.
Allegiance: Nearest stellar nation or Independent
Progress Level: As the kinds of ships it dismantles, so that workers can effectively cut through 
construction materials and handle high-energy components (such as engines and power plants) 
with at least a moderate level of safety.
Civilisation Level: 1 to 2: Breaking up a large ship may require a substantial workforce over a 
number of weeks or months.
Law Level: Any, consistent with safety of the crews who bring ships to the yard and reliable 
completion of contracts and payments.
Form and Construction: Probably the station reuses living quarters, large tanks and the like, 
stripped from past vessels, for at least some of its habitable areas. Other parts are typical of cheap
space-construction methods across the galaxy, whether standard modules or made on site from 
local materials.
Port and General Facilities: Type 3 (Baseport) – A breaker's yard can dock several large ships at 
a time with suitable areas to perform at least rough work on them.
Clients who send ships here most often strip out beforehand any still-useful systems that are not 
required for the final voyage, so the yard is unlikely to have modern examples of specialist 
computers, sensors or defences, or especially weapons of any kind. However, it has large amounts
of general repair stores, power systems, engines, armour and even FTL drives available at 
reasonable to bargain prices, as well as an eclectic collection of items from earlier Progress 
Levels, or otherwise difficult to sell. None of this might be catalogued or checked for soundness in 
any systematic way, requiring heroes with technical skills to search through and inspect piles of 
junk to find useful parts, unless assisted by a knowledgeable senior yard technician. The items 
they find may have various quirks.
The yard technicians know how to dismantle ships, not to get them working again, and thus have 
repair skills as a spaceport one grade worse, though the place has at least minimally trained 
workers on hand if the heroes can persuade the yard's management to redirect them onto repairs. 



Lost Outpost

Purpose and Function: Private – This settlement in space dates from a long-past wave of hopeful
expansion and colonisation, but through intervening historical changes or a particular disaster 
(such as a stellar cataclysm or invasion), was cut off from galactic civilisation for many years, as 
well as suffering greater or lesser damage to the station itself. These events may have severed 
outside records of the outpost's location, or contracted the borders of its parent nation to an extent 
that made it difficult or impossible to maintain contact with the place. The people living there have 
been unable to maintain a fully-developed technological society, barely clinging to a difficult and 
deprived existence supported by scavenged and improvised items, under harsh social forms 
typical of more backward ages, interspersed with truly peculiar customs and beliefs of their own. 
Their health is poor and their lives short, with nutritional deficiencies and birth defects noticeably 
common. They meet outsiders with distrust, incomprehension or even loathing, perhaps to the 
point of either expelling visiting spacers violently from the station or feigning goodwill while plotting 
to rob, capture or kill them.
The inhabitants may be human (including a mutant community, or descendants of an unusual 
national or cultural origin), one of the other common species or unfamiliar aliens.
Location: Within the range of past colonisation efforts (if known) but most likely distant from well-
travelled shipping routes. The lost outpost inhabits a hostile (Class 2 or worse) environment, such 
as vacuum, lethal cold or an unbreathable atmosphere. The inhabitants would perish without the 
protection of the station, differentiating such a place from a regressed colony on a Class 1 world, 
where typically the inhabitants fall to a still lower level of technology but maintain a larger and more
viable population.
Allegiance: Independent
Progress Level: The station was constructed at PL 6 to 7. At least some of its inhabitants have 
sufficient knowledge to operate (System Operation) and maintain (Technical Science-repair and 
juryrig) the station's vital systems of up to PL 6 without penalty. However, they have learned these 
skills mostly by rote and have lost almost all of the scientific principles that underpin their 
technology. Attempts to use other skills, devices not from their home station, or station systems 
that are no longer operative or for other reasons never used, at higher than a PL 3 to 4 level of 
understanding (depending on the station) suffer a +2 penalty. Some lost stations develop a 
technical caste who hold such advanced skills exclusively (through a variety of social 
arrangements) with non-technician inhabitants of the station conforming in all ways to the Primitive 
Flaw at Moderate grade.
Civilisation Level: 2 to 3
Law Level: Varies
Form and Construction: The station's construction was typical of moderately well resourced 
colonial efforts of its time, though probably did not use the most advanced technology available 
(since the colony's abandonment in itself mitigates against the highest commitment to its survival in
the past).
In the decades or centuries they have lived in isolation, the colonists have evacuated, powered 
down and left to rot large sections of the station, whether through direct damage that they were 
unable to repair, contraction of the population, irreversible breakdown of life-support systems or 
social developments that demanded certain areas be cut off or shunned.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – Docking facilities were adequate to excellent at 
the time the station was constructed and still may offer basic berthing space to starships of large 
size. However, the people now living on the station have no capacity to refit or repair starships 
(zero skill) and any supplies and spares left there are likely to have long since been used up, 
exposed to decay, looted or destroyed. Treat the station as Type 5 for purposes of finding systems 
or items. 



One possible example out of a particularly dangerous class of encounters:

Ascension Portal

Purpose and Function: This odd-looking little construction shows little outward hint of the awful 
danger that it portends. This is one of the last remnants of an alien species whose advancement to
unthinkable heights of technology and mental sophistication led them to an act barely 
comprehensible to human brains, in which they passed forever beyond our universe. It still stands 
ready to take in an unwary traveller and translate him to some inconceivable existence, from 
whence, if his primitive nature can survive at all, he is unlikely to return except through utmost 
danger and with strange alterations.
Location: Most likely distant from any visible stellar body or desirable trade route, since if it was 
easy to find, others would already have disturbed it and brought great changes to the surrounding 
region of space.
Allegiance: External
Progress Level: Most likely 9, possibly 8 if based on some relatively limited form of dimensional 
transition or cybernetic alteration
Civilisation Level: 0
Law Level: Good question
Form and Construction: The portal station might consist of relatively ordinary-looking materials at
first glance, of a single mass of unknown substance, or of skeins and fields of pure energy.
Port and General Facilities: Type 4 (Miniport) – The station still waits for the strange vessels of its
makers which will never again cross its docks. Most likely, such an advanced species had little 
need for large starships.
Its purpose required no supplies or provision for any other work than carrying out its final function. 
If visitors of the present day can damage or remove the station's fittings at all, they take away 
nothing more than broken curios, their principles utterly beyond comprehension to human science. 



A secret station/ship/whatever where a very rich guy lives. Big, luxurious, with anything the owner 
wants in it without ANY and I say ANY law. (What is in it varies, depending if he is a 
pervert/fetishist, a fan of a particular movie... etc) 

A secret station/ship whatever where a very rich guy has been buried together with most of his 
worldly possessions. In short: a Pyramid in space. (extensive dungeons inside) If this looks (or 
was) made of rock and resembled a true dungeon full of the standard dungeon traps (balls, spikes,
moving walls, trapdoors) or like a High-tech version of a dungeon it is entirely up to you.

A Casino or Brothel or Drughouse or whatever is illegal on some worlds but not enforceable 
beyond their "territorial space". So this is a place where everything can happen. Like a "Las Vegas"
in space. It should be secret enough to not get caught while letting the clients know where it is. And
it should have frikkin loads of flashing coloured lights. 

The heroes might come across a small station (a military outpost, corporate office or private 
waystation) closed due to a temporary quiet period or a medium-term downturn. A recorded 
message invites travellers to make use of the facility with a nominal deposit of credits to the polite 
software agent left minding the place - a welcome respite from their travels, maybe a useful big 
space to spread out gear for their latest project. Does this sound like the opening of The Shining, 
or the background to "Smoke on the Water"? Why yes, so it does!

"Relax, said the night bot, we are programmed to receive .." 

Needs to be in a very safe region of space. If pirates or vandals find the place, very bad things will 
happen. Heavy bots to defend from people, big guns to defend from ships are required.

Even from an empty station, you could get a fair amount of cash by stripping the computers and 
power systems. You might even be able to pump out and sell the air and water.

There are all the GW2 vets wandering around, experienced in military-level breaking, entering and 
looting, as well as passing alien ships of unknown disposition. Sesheyans, for one, have shown the
potential to develop a serious larcenous streak without the benevolent hand of Voidcorp to guide 
them. 

I'd bet that inactive but still useful stations are towed away in safe orbital deposits. Defending a 
place that no-one uses is a waste of money.

Still... a place that lives by renting (well defended) cargo bays and is placed in a lawless region of 
space could make very good profits. It will have very very good defences though.

Or maybe an abandoned station of a long forgotten mining company that became a pirate base 
and then *Warning, System Failure* depressurized with all inhabiting pirates inside. 

Private, Derelict and Miscellaneous Encounters

Time capsule. A random rich guy/group of middle class people decide to get frozen for a purpose 
(curious to see how the future is, incurable illness... etc) and while transported to their destination 
dropped somewhere in space by accident/pirates or maybe intentionally. (Maybe they have seen 
too many Star Trek episodes... )
Depending if they are still frozen or dead this can develop in various interesting ways.
Or at least it will give the heroes something to do in the time the stardrive recharges.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoke_on_the_Water#History


An ancient lone structure on a desolate world stands as a repository for an alien artifact, waiting 
through the aeons for an unwary space-traveller (whichever of the heroes wants to spend or 
accept the APs) to take it up. 

A ship scrapyard where century-old ships rest forever. Or a place full of old cargo ships that have 
very dangerous cargo (chemicals, biohazards, radioactives)

• created to be a starship museum/rich guy's personal collection but something went wrong 
and all that knew of its coordinates died.

• created by interstellar criminals that lived by stealing starships, this was a place where the 
starships were "modified" to avoid being recognized and then waited to be sold. They were 
caught but no-one ever confessed the existence of this place.

• a corporation that works on a random MD biological weapon had the entire research base 
infected. The infected employees triggered the station's self destruction and abandoned the
station on these ships but died shortly thereafter due to the illness/corporate security robots
sent to keep their mouth shut (eeeeeeevil). The corporation towed the vessels there for 
further investigations and experimentation but the CEO was fired shortly thereafter due to 
the massive investment loss and the Corp abandoned the project or bankrupted altogether.

• an old battleground, lots of wrecks and such. Some history behind it to be discovered and 
maybe something cool within the wrecks.
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